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Manufac!uring flexibility is critical for survival in industries charac- 
terized by rapid change and diverse product markets. Although new 
manufacturing technologies make it possible to accomplish flexibil- 
ity, their potential remains vPteclllzed by firms whose orgcmizational 
elements do not possess adcrptive capabilities. We uae the brc& as a 
metaphor to generate insights on how f i r m s  might design flexible 
production systems. We chose the brain as a metaphor becuuse it is a 
self-organizing system capable of responding mpi* to a broad 
mnge of external stirnull, The brain cm a metaphor suggests that flex- 
ibility am be enhanced by employing practices that pmmote distrib- 
uted pnxesses ocramhg in a p d e l  manner. Such pmctices lie in 
contrast to those employed by production systems built on scientific 
management principles thpt pmmote lot- processes in a sequen- 
tial manner. By exploring these contrusting modes of operation, we 
prgue that the brain as  a metaphor opens up new avenues for theory 
development related to the design of flexible production systems. 

Many firms compete in industries that require rapid responses to - 

mcrrket and technological changes. Market changes reflect unpredictable 
customer needs for an increasing variety of products, whereas technolog- 
ical changes reflect continual advances thcrt occur with the introduction of 
new products. In such industries, firms that possess the manufacturing 

. flexibility to introduce modified or new products at minimal cost and lead 
time wi l l  gain a competitive advantage over others. 

Indeed, mcmy Japcmese firms have capitalized on their manufactur- 
ing flexibility to gain worldwide competitive advantage in several indus- 
tries. In contrast, it crppecrrs that U.S. manufacturing firms exhibit a n  
astonishing lack of flexibility despite having invested in flexible mcmu- 
facturing systems (FMS) (see Jabmar,  1986). According to Jaikumar, it is 
not the technology that is to blame for this lack of flexibility, but the 
management of these systems (cf. Adler, 1988; Jaikumar, 1986; Pasmore. 
1988; Walton & Susman, 19871. As a result. even though manufacturing 
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Recent advances in mcmufacturing technologies (e.g., flexible man- 
ufacturing systems FMSI) facilitate the manufacture of a variety of prod- 
ucts in a continuous flow (AdIer, 1988; Kotha & Ome, 1989). However, 
crlthough new flexible technologies may be necessary, they are by no 
means sufficient to accomplish flexibility (Hirschhorn, 1984). This insight 
is best captured by Jaikumcrr (19861, who asserted that U.S. manufacturers 
hcrve used flexibility the "wrong wayf*-for the high-volume production of 
a few products. In contrast, Japcmese firms hcrve used flexibility for the 
production of a variety of products at lower unit costs (see also Stalk. 
1988). In other words, it is not technology that is to blame for the lack of 
flexibiliq, but perhaps the management of production systems (see also 
Adler, 1988). 

Several researchers, therefore, hcrve suggested that firms must adopt 
a "systems perspective" embodying both the social and technical facets of 
production to achieve flexibility (e.g., Hirschhorn, 1984; Pasmore, 1988; 
Starbuck & Dutton, 1973; Walton & Susman. 1987). The time for such a 
broader perspective might be right because new, flexible automation. 
relcrtive to traditional technologies, provides a receptive framework for 
developing a "sociotechnical" production system (Hirschhom, 1984). In- 
deed, some researchers hcrve adopted a sociotechnical perspective to 
enumerate organizcrtional factors required for attaining BexibiIity (e.g., 
Adler, 1988: Ehery & Trist, 1960; Nemetz & Fry, 1988; Walton & Susman, 
1987). For instance, Walton and Susman (1987) suggested changes in hu- 
mcm resource management practices (e.g., job design, management or- 
ganization, work-team stntcture, selection and training, and compensa- 
tion and appraisal) to obtain the benefits of flexible automation. Others 
have argued that a system that supports leaning and development is 
important for attaining flexibility in production systems (Adler, 1988; 
Itirschhom, 1984; Nemetz & Fry, 1988). 

To operationalize these flexibility dimensions, researchers hove pro- 
posed more than 50 different flexibility types (see Chen & Adam, 1991; 
Gerwin. 1993; Sethi & Sethi. 1990; cmd Swamidas, 1988, for reviews). 
Among these, four types have been identified as the major constructs that 
cczpture the dimensions of flexibility required in a production system: mix 
flexibility, volume flexibility, new product flexibility, and delivery-time 
flexibility (Slack, 1987; Suarez, Cusumano, & F i e ,  1992). These four types 
of flexibility can be further subsumed under speed and scope flexibility 
(Parthasarthy & Sethi, 1992). Speed flexibility refers to the rapidity with 
which a production system ccm deliver finished products when required, 
adjust its manufacturing process to the changing product mix and the 
accompanying volume changes, and modify its product mix. Scope flex- 
ibility refers to the breadth of products, including the degree of customi- 
zation, that a production system offers. 

Emerging research on flexibility suggests that speed and scope flex- 
ibility are enhanced by the ability to self-organize Qaikumar, 1986; Stalk, 
1988). Self-organization permits the coordination of activities in the 
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Tsoukas (1991) and Beer (1972) pointed out that the c ~ l o g i c a l  liak 
between source and target is still inconclusive because it is difficult to 
determine whether all theoretically significant aspects of the source have 
been captured by the target. Hence, a third level is required before con- 
clusive comparisons between the source and target can be drawn. This is 
the level of "identity." This level provides a theoretical rationale for how 
the source and target are identical. To uncover this theoretical rationale, 
transformation from the level of analogy to the level of identity must 
preserve only core principles that describe both a source and target. 

The steps discussed above generate knowledge by comparing one 
object in terms of another at the levels of metcrphor, analogy, and identity. 
This "transformational" process also is b a e d  on the possibility that what 
constitutes a source and a target can change over time (Arbib, 1989; Gent- 
ner, 1989). An  object, such as the brain, can inform our understanding of 
another object, such as the computer, at one point in time. As our under- 
standing of the computer increases over time, it can reciprocally influ- 
ence our understcmding of the brain. 

This transformational process need not be an isolated "top-down" 
movement; it can also be "oscillatory" (Tsoukas. 1991). For example, a 
source object can be the basis for generating an identity from the level of 
the metaphor. This identity can then serve as the starting point for gen- 
erating insights about the target at the level of analogy and metaphor. 

We crpply these steps to generate insights about flexible production 
systems by using the brain as a metcrphor (see Figure 1 for details). In Step 
I, we establish why the brain is an appropriate metaphor to model flex- 
ible production systems. In Step 2, we describe brain processes that ren- 
der it flexible. In Step 3 (i.e., at the level of identity), we distill the "higher 
order" brain processes that we would then like to map to flexible produc- 
tion systems. From this level of identity, in Step 4, we return to the level 
of analogy to describe the processes that can render a production system 
flexible. 

TH€ BRKIN AND FLEX3LE PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 

Metaphorical Links 

As illustrated by our ability to think and converse, the human brain is 
capable of responding on a real-time basis to a constantly chcmging en- 
vironment. The brain is also capable of creating new repertoires of per- 
ception cmd behavior as it adapts to environmental change. For example, 

captured the dependency between these lower order relations in the law of gravity, the 
higher order relationship. Employing the systemcrticity principle, she mapped this higher 
order relationship to understand the movement of electrons around a nucleus. In this way. 
objects constituting the planetary system (the taxget) and the atom (the source) are placed in 
correspondence, high order relationships crrs mapped (gravitational relation), and attributes 
of the objects constituting the source and target (such as the yellowness of the sun) axe 
ignored. 
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(1986) articulated several cybernetic principles (e.g., requisite variety, 
minimum critical specifications, redundancy of functions cmd learning to 
learn) that orgcmizations can apply to respond in a "brain-like fashion" to 
changing external stimuli. 

Scholars who employ metaphors realize that a metaphorical repre- 
sentation is but one "constructed reality" that shapes our understanding 
of a phenomenon. We construct models of something-in this case the 
brain-to create a model for something else-in this case the computer 
or an organization (Geertz, 1973). As Arbib (1989: 9) noted in his use of the 
brain as a metaphor to model neural networks, "A good metaphor is a rich 
source for hypotheses about a system, but must not be regarded as a 
complete theory of the system." He also suggested the importcmce of rec- 
ognizing the existence of a two-wcry interaction between the objects being 
compared (Arbib. 1989: 403). With this caveat, we summccrize the consid- 
erable knowledge that has been generated by artificial intelligence re- 
searchers in their efforts to mimic human intelligence through neural 
networks. 

Brain at the KncrIogicaI Level 

Many researchers suggest that the brain's +ility to process informa- 
tion in a parallel yet distributed manner enables it to respond rapidly to 
a broad range of stimuli (Anderson, 1988; Arbib, 1989; Calvin, 1990; 
Churchland, 1986). The ability to process information in parallel is made 
possible by the brain's lqlrered structure. Parallel processing is facilitated 
by firing an arrq of similar types of neurons located in modules, or 
knowledge areas (see Figure 2). Each neuron integrates input it receives 
from other neurons to generate cm output. This output either excites or 
inhibits the activities of other neurons through synapses that establish 
electroche~~licd connecfions between neurons. As this process unfolds, 
lecnning is.;manifested by changes in the strength of the connections 
between neurons in a module. Each module reaches an over& state of 
activity or passivity rapidly because its constituent neurons operate in 
parallel. 

Topographical mapping is another facet of the brain that facilitates 
parallel processing. Topographical mapping captures interconnections 
between layers in the brain such that inputs from one layer are mapped 
to another on a point-to-point basis. This process requires thcrt a unique 
"address" for each information type exist and that information mapped to 
the brain be transferred through multiple channels (Calvin. 19901.~ Topo- 
graphical mapping of information between the layers in the brain 

' To understand how the brain uses multiple channels, Calvin (1990: 148) evoked on 
image of a "ribbcn" cable in contrast to a single wire connecting the ignition to the starter 
motor in cm automobile. The electrical connections between the ignition and the starter 
motor through the ribbon cable cue established by Prmsmitting electrical pulses in a multi- 
chcmnel fashion. 
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enhances flexibility beccruse it permits the transfer of complex informa- 
tion in parallel. 

Research also suggests that each brain module takes part in severdl 
functions that are dispersed over several parts of the brain's anatomy. 
This implies that functions such as sight and sound are not localized but 
are distributed-i-e., several regions of the brain simultaneously partic- 
ipate to execute such functions. As Churchland (1986: 162) noted, "there is 
a division of labor in the nervous system, but a division made many times 
over, a division that is fuzzy, overlapping, partially redundcmt, and in- 
creasingly specialized; and moreover, a division of labor that has the 
potential for reorganization in the event of damage." 

For distributed computation to occur, it is important to understand 
how various brain modules interact to perform a function. Arbib (1989) 
offered schemas as an intermediate construct between the brain's struc- 
ture and its functioning to describe how modules interact in a distributed 
manner. Schemas are similar to computer algorithms in that they repre- 
sent control block diagrams and flow diagrams. Block diagrams capture 
the feedback und feedforward loops between simultcmeously active sub- 
systems, whereas flow diagrams represent the sequencing of various 
data-manipulation processes. 

Most systems (e.g., thermostats) have feedback and feedforward con- 
trol mechmisms to ensure that performance is maintained within preset 
standards. However, the brain is a system in which it is difficult to es- 
tablish an  a priori estimate of its opercrting parameters beccruse of its 
continuously changing environment. In such an  environment, the brain 
continuously updates its operating parameters that govern the transfor- 
mation of information into perception and action. Arbib (1989) labeled this 
process tuning. 

To explain how the brain tunes its operating parameters, Arbib (1989) 
distinguished between perceptual and motor schemas. Perceptual sche- 
mas-activated by cues from both peripheral stimuli and internal con- 
text-shape perception. Motor schemas determine an appropricrte course 
of action. The brain tunes its opercrting parameters by linking perceptual 
schemas with motor schemas continuously to shape the operation of mo- 
tor outputs. To explain this tuning process, Arbib (1989) employed an 
image of two layers of neurons interacting (in parallel) with one an- 
other-one being a controller and the other being a controlled surface. As 
neurons in the controller surface (the input perceptual schema) iteratively 
d v e  at an overall solution, they transmit signals in a topographical 
mcmner to corresponding neurons in the controlled surface (the output 
motor schema). Churchland (1986: 446) suggested that this transfer irom 
one surface to the other can be viewed as matrix multiplication in the 
brain, leading to its ability to fine tune its motor schemas even as  infor- 
mation is received and processed by its sensory schema. 

New schernas are formed by creating fresh connections between neu- 
rons within a module and between modules in the brain. The repetitive 
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system evolves through endogenous means involving the cooperative 
computcrtion of a multitude of individual units. These units possess only 
local knowledge but me able to produce global solutions through their 
interaction. This ability to self-orgcmize represents an identity that. when 
applied to any system, can result in flexibility (Ashby, 1962; Beer, 1972; 
Sahd, 1979). We wish to map this self-organizing principle found in the 
brain to production systems to achieve flexibility. 

Having already compared the brain with production systems a t  the 
metaphorical level, we are now left with the task of mapping insights 
from the brcdn to flexible production systems at the analogical level. Our 
efforts lead to severdl propositions. Although these propositions are con- 
sistent with emerging literature on flexibility, they offer insights that can 
open new crvenues for exploration. 

Production Systems cri the Level of Analogy 

The notion of cooperative computcrtion as c~pplied to flexible produc- 
tion systems implies distributed processing of activities occurring in par- 
allel. We argue thcrt distributed processing enhances the scope flexibility 
of production systems, whereas parallel processing enhances their speed 
flexibility. We establish these arguments by comparing flexible produc- 
tion systems with traditional production systems that were designed with 
scientific management principles (see Table 1 for a comparison). Special- 
izcrtion through division of labor and standardization and hierarchy are 
key building blocks of scientific management. Specialization results in 
localized processing of activities; hierarchy results in sequential process- 
ing. In the f o l l o e g  sections, we-explain how these processes result in 
compromising scope and speed flexibility. 

Traditional production systems are designed to deal with environ- 
mental change by buffering their production cores with inventories 
(Thompson, 1967). These inventory buffers decouple production systems 
from their environments, thereby creating production systems thcrt m e  
"islands into themselves" CHaclunan, 1990). In such a system, customer 
demands are serviced by drcrwing upon an inventory of finished goods. 
This mode of operation, labeled as "speculation" (Stem & B-Knsery. 
1982), commits the system to a predetermined course of action based on a 
forecast of the future. Production is undertaken to stock inventories by 
engaging the services of highly speciafized functional areas (e.g., design, 
engineering, manufactwing) in a sequential manner coordinated through 
a hierarchy. In contrast, flexible production systems must possess the 
ability to "postpone" the creation of products until customer requirements 
are known. At the extreme, production commences only after the produc- 
tion system senses stimuli originating from customers, i,e.. just in time. 

Topographical mapping is a key process in the brain that enhances 
its ability to sense and respond to external stimuli just in time. Topo- 
graphical mapping in the brain requires &crt there exist a unique ad- 
dress for each type of stimulus and that information be mapped on a 
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versity of product attributes sought by customers. This allows a one-to- 
one mapping of customer attributes to corresponding value centers3 in the 
production system. This discussion leads to the following proposition: 

Proposition 1: Production systems that undertake iso- 
morphic mapping will exhibit greater scope flexibility 
relative to those that undertake homomorphic mapping. 

The second facet of topographical mapping (i-e., multi-chcmnel pro- 
cessing) enables the brain to process information in pardel ,  thereby 
enhancing the rcrpidity with which it can respond to stimuli. Similarly. the 
extent to which a production system also employs multi-channel mapping 
enhances its speed flexibility. Multi-channel mapping in a production 
system is a process by which informcrtion about customer needs is trans- 
mitted in parallel to meren t  value centers. For instance, a product with 
two attributes-fu~lctionality and cost-must evoke responses in the de- 
sign and manufacturing departments, respectively. 

von Hippel (1994) offered the notion of "sticky data" to explain why 
production systems must employ multi-channel mcrpping to accomplish 
speed flexibility. Data crre sticky when there are costs associated with 
replicating and diffusing "location-specific" information.' He argued thcrt 
stidry data can have a significant impact on the locus of problem solving, 
sometimes requiring that problem-solving activity shift to the loccrtion 
where sticky data reside. He also suggested partitioning problems so thcrt 
subparts of the problem are directed to specific sites where appropriate 
sticky data reside. 

- . -- 
As in the brain, this approach requires multi-channel processing in 

which infonnation is directed to specific locations in the production sys- 
tem. Directing specific parts of a problem to appropriate locations 
through a multi-channel transfer process obviates the need for transfer- 
ring location-specific information from one place to another. As a conse- 
quence, the rapidity and accuracy of responses increase. 

A value center represents a collection of similar activities undertaken by hurnrms and 
machines to convert b&ic raw materials to finished goods. The isomorphic mapping process 
is illustrated by Quality Function Deployment (QFD). QFI) is a mapping technique for the 
development of new products through interfunctional planning and communication (Hauser 
& Clausing. 1988). This mapping process is illustrated by considering a grid in which one 
mis details customer expectations and the other represents every conceivable product char- 
acteristic. At the points on the grid where the vertical m d  horizontal axes intersect, the 
developers assign a degree of correlcrtion between the market need and the product char- 
acteristics. The completed chart provides guidelines tha? designers and others crm use to 
develop the most appropriate product. 

' Sticky data emerge because of encoding, coupling. and diffusion costs. Encoding costs 
arise because of difficulties associated with embedding and recontextuaiizing transferred 
knowledge at the receiving site. Coupling costs mise because of difficulties associated with 
integrating transferred knowledge with complementmy knowledge at the receiving site. 
Diffusion costs arise becczuse of difficulties associated with transferring data from one site 
to mother. 

. 
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weakening others, rather than creating completely new ties 
while dissolving others. . 

As Eccles and Crcme (1988) suggested, the dynamic network structure 
functions by estorblishing "strong" cmd "weclk" ties between various value 
centers that transcend finn boundaries. Strong ties, formed between cen- 
ters that interact frequently, me essential for carrying out day-to-day 
production activities.' Weak ties are important to establish what Hirsch- 
horn (1984: 92) c d e d  "fringe awareness." Under changing conditions, the 
continuous feedback received by a system at the fringe of awareness, 
along with conscious planning at the "center of crwareness," enables a 
system to respond flexibly. 

In contrast to the process described above, traditional production 
systems have been designed as hierarchical structures in which value 
centers are selectively linked with others (representing a chain of com- 
mand), cmd each value center is, at best, sequentially interdependent 
with activities undertaken by other centers of the hierarchical system. 
Such a hierarchical structure creates rigidities because system evolution 
is governed through time-consuming exogenous processes. This discus- 
sion is the basis for the following proposition: 

Proposition 3: Production systems organized as a dy- 
namic network will exhibit greater speed and scope 
flexibiliv relative to those that are organized crs a hier- 
archy. 

The brain is able to create a dynamic network through distributed 
processing beccruse each brain module can undertake functions per- 
formed by other modules. Thus, even though modules are specialized, 
they have generalized capabilities; thcrt is, the division of labor in the 
brain is fuzzy, overlapping, and partially redundant (Churchlaud, 1986). 
Similarly, distributed computation in production systems will be facili- 
tcrted if value centers possess generalized capabilities despite being spe- 
cialized in particulm: tasks. 'I?irs is what Emai, Nonaka, cmd Takeuchi 
(1985) labeled as "shmed" division of labor.= 

Shared division of labor facilitates speed flexibility in several ways. 
First, because of its generalized competencies, each center ccm opercrte 
semi-autonomously, keeping the requirements of other centers as 

Grenovetter (1973) has shown that centers that exhibit strong ties crm become isolated 
from other sources of information unless they also create we& ties wi& others outside their 
own p u p .  Weak ties-those that arise through cxxasiond contacts-are an important way 
of Linking centers with strong ties with other centers. thereby crvoiding merging them into a 
larger group of strong ties (see also Ecdes & Crane, 1988: 132). 
' Mufti-skilling is one manifestation of shared division of labor. It implies the acquisi- 

tion of skills that cut a a w  functions. In environments in which product variety and speed 
require fluid responses, multi-skilling overcomes the rigidities that set in from the division 
of labor (Adler. 1988: Eccles & Crane. 1988; Hayess& Wheelwright. 1988: Pasmore. 1988: 
Walton & Susman, 1987). 
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speed flexibility during manufacturing as different value centers me un- 
crble to work in parallel to create modules that can be assembled just in 
time. This discussion is the basis for the following proposition: 

Proposition 5: Production systems that employ modular- 
ized product designs will exhibit greater speed cmd 
scope flexibility relative to those that employ integrated 
product designs. 

How ccm a production system rapidly and reliably sense the mix of 
product attributes required to fulfill customer needs? The cooperative 
computation style of the brain suggests that the process should evolve 
through the cooperative interactions of different value centers. In this 
process, no predetermined plcms bind value centers to a particular course 
of action. The cooperative computation style exploits information as it 
becomes crvcrilable at each value center. Based on inputs received 
through the multi-chcmnel mapping process, each value center formu- 
lates tentative hypotheses about the specific attributes required by cus- 
tomers. Information thus received forms the basis for a set of generic 
activities that each value center undertakes. These generic activities pro- 
vide the foundation for future refinements that the system can undertake 
when more information becomes avdable.' For example, the Benetton 
Company, sensing the demand for sweaters, iniiticrtes activities for the 
creation of "generic" (plain light-gray color1 sweaters and postpones the 
dying process until exact fashion trends become clearer. 

Mediated by orgcmizational routines, each value center ccm begin 
tuning its actiWties to arrive at cm overall configuration of product attri- 
butes. This is an iterative process whereby each center constrains other 
centers and, in turn, is constrained by them. As different value centers 
evolve to an overall understunding of the mix of product attributes re- 
quired by customers, they are able continuously to update operating pa- 
rameters that govern their conversion processes. 

Sahal (1979) labeled the ability to update operating parameters to 
cater to environmental shifts as "homeorhesis." Homeorhesis represents 
the capacity of a system not merely to return to its state before the occur- 
rence of a disturbcmce, but to seek new development pcrthwcrys through 

' This form of cooperative computation is illustrated by examining the overlapping 
progrccm. phases employed by mcmy Japanese manufaduring finns during the new product- 
development process (see, for example, b a i  et al., 1985). Historically, new product- 
development efforts or activities were camied out in sequence with different parts of a 
flexible production system. such as marketing. design. engineering, and manufacturing, 
sequentially actuated over time. In contrast, an overlapping productdevelopment process 
requires the involvement of all the functions crt the early stages of new product development. 
Even though some functions mccy be underutilized at different periods during the product- 
development process, the overlap between the various phases and consequent pmdlel yet 
distributed processing of information speeds up the development and introduction of new 
products. 
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tem produces (e-g., Jaikumar, 1986; Tombak, 1988) and assessing its &il- 
ity to deliver customized products Parthasasthy & Sethi, 1992). 

Multi-channel processing might be evidenced by the presence of mul- 
tiple points of contact between the different layers of a production system 
(i-e., customers, distributors, suppliers. and manufacturers). Multi- 
channel processing also requires that researchers examine the degree to 
which information between the layers is processed in a parallel manner. 

Whether a production system is capable of isomorphic mapping can 
be gcruged by assessing the range of competencies it possesses relative to 
the diversity of product attributes required by customers. The gap be- 
tween what is required by customers and what the production system can 
create provides a measure of the system's capability to mcrp isomorphi- 
cally. Assessing whether a production system employs techniques such 
as the "quality function deployment technique" (Hauser & Clausing, 1988) 
is also indiccrtive of its ability to map isomorphically. 

Dpamic  network properties may be assessed by a system's ability to 
crecrte temporay teams and the extent to which lateral, rather than hier- 
archical, integration mechanisms are employed. Measures such as the 
degree of formalization, delegation, specializcrtion, and integration that 
place firms along a continuum between organic and mechanistic orgami- 
zcrtions (e.g.. Dean, Yoon, & Susman, 1992; Van de Ven & Ferry, 1980) and 
integrative mechanisms (e.g., task teams) proposed by W r a i t h  (1973) 
may be employed with appropriate modifications. The extent to which 
information processing is centralized or decentraked can also be as- 
sessed. 

- 
Researchers ccm operationalize the notion of modularity by using the 

dimensions of modularity described by Pine (1993) and Wheelwright a d  
Clark (1992). The degree to which component redundancies are used for 
mixing and matching components to achieve product variety and the ex- 
tent to which standardized interface specifications are employed can also 
be used to opercrtionalize this construct. 

Researchers may gauge the emphasis placed on shared division of 
labor at three levels-the individual, group, cmd production system. At 
the individual level, researchers mcry focus on the degree to which em- 
ployees are multi-skilled, the extent to which machines and equipment 
possess capabilities that go beyond those required to perform one task, 
and the extent to which job rotation is practiced within the production 
system. At the group level, the employment of redundcnicies in new prod- 
uct-development teams may be assessed. At the production system level, 
the concept can be gauged by evalucrting the extent to which firms pos- 
sess competencies in which others (i-e., suppliers) might specialize. 

Tuning is a measure of the rapidity and ease with which a production 
system can change its production parameters to accommodate product 
mix changes. The application of concurrent engineering principles via 
the use of CAD and CAM may provide a n  indication of a production 
system's ability to tune its production pcrraineters on a real-time basis. 
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To the extent designers embrace a machine model for the pro- 
duction of flexible production teamlsf, they are unlikely to 
reap the very benefits to which they aspire-beneiits that 
well-designed and well-led work teams crre in fact ccrpable of 
providing. 

Here we can see why investing in technology alone will not lead to 
flexibility. The scientific management paradigm is fundamentally incom- 
patible with efforts to design flexible production systems (see Hackman, 
1990; Hirschhorn, 1984). Discovering the "one best way" to accomplish 
tasks through specialization results in fragmentation rather than synthe- 
sis, and therefore, is antithetical to self-organization through teamwork 
(Hackman, 1990). Making incremental changes within this paradigm is 
unlikely to lead to new insights about manufacturing flexibility. U.S. 
manufacturing firms need a new paradigm thcrt can generate novel in- 
sights on how to accomplish flexibility. 

We offered the brain as a metaphor to create such a new paradigm. 
Bmi,n processes that enhance its ability to respond rapidly to a broad 
range of stimuli lie in contrast to localized and sequential processing 
found in traditional production systems. Specifically, brain processes un- 
fold in a parallel yet distributed manner through a cooperative computa- 
tion process. Cooperative computation enhances self-orgrmLzation capa- 
bilities, the key to realizing flexibility in any system. 

These observcrtions htrve important implications for theory and prac- 
tice that must be directed crt identifying how U.S. mrmufacturing firms 
ccm carry out value.creation in a parallel yet distributed mcmner. Produc- 
tion systems must be designed to abandon hierarchical modes of com- 
mand cmd control to facilitate parallel processing. Production systems 
must also be designed to break down barriers that isolate functional 
activities so that value-creating centers can be combined in novel w q s  to 
address customer needs, thereby facilitating distributed processing. Most 
i~~~or t cmt ly ,  in the image of the brain, production systems must be de- 
signed to foster a learning environment in which the system is able to 
evolve incrementally from initial inputs. 

We hccve tapped only a small fraction of the insights thcrt the brain as 
a metaphor has to offer. Existing knowledge about the brain provides a 
rich theoretical base for generating new insights on flexibility. Equally 
important, researchers continue making new discoveries about the brain 
that can ~rovide additional insights on flexibility. Thus, using the brain 
as a metaphor to model flexible production systems not only provides us 
with a knowledge base to work from, but a knowledge base to work with. 
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